
EG 2 Unit1 Complex test (vocabulary, question tags, prepositions, article, etc.) 

Jenny and Ben meet after the holidays. 
 

Jenny: “Hello Ben.  How (1??) are you? You spent all (2:ganz)  summer 

in Berlin, didn’t you (3: nicht wahr)?” 

Ben:   “Yes. I stayed at my grandma’s/with my grandma (4: bei meiner 

Oma). She’s got a house by (5: ganz nahe an)  a lake.” 

Jenny: “But the weather (6: Wetter) was terrible this summer. You 

couldn’t  (7: konnte nicht) go swimming, could you (8: nicht wahr)?” 

Ben:   “Oh yes, I could (9: doch, doch). In Berlin we had a lot of (10: viel) 

sun. In England it was rainy all the time (11: ganze Zeit). You 

were in Cornwall, weren’t you (12: nicht wahr)?” 

Jenny: “Yes, we were (13). We stayed  at (14: in) a hotel by the sea (15: 

am Meer).  We had a terrible trip from (16: von)  Chester  to (17: 

nach)  Cornwall. We went (18:fuhren) by car (19 mit dem Auto). My 

dad drove  (20:fuhr) all the way (21: ganzen Weg)  alone. Here is a 

photo of (22: von) me in the car. I got the picture from (23: von)  

my sister. On the trip she read (24:las) three Harry Potter books 

by (25: von) J. K. Rowling. She got them for (26: zu)   her 

birthday from (27: von) her aunt. We wanted to stay there all 

(28: ganzen Sommer)  , but it was rainy and windy all the time (29: 



ganze Zeit)  , so we changed our plans and flew (30:flogen)   to _(31: 

nach)   Spain instead (32: stattdessen)  .  

 You don’t like holidays in the country (33: auf dem Land) , do 

you (34: nicht wahr) ?” 

Ben:    “Oh yes, I do (35: doch, doch) . Next year we are going to spend 

(36: verbringen) our holidays at my uncle’s_(37: bei meinem Onkel) in 

Scotland. You stayed in Scotland last year, didn’t you (38: 

nicht wahr?). ”   

Jenny: “ Yes, we did  (39).  It was (40:??)  fantastic. ” 

Ben:    “But I’m glad, we are back home in Chester. I’m looking  

forward (41:??) to school next week.” 

Jenny: “ Me too (42: ich auch)” 

 


